The “World’s Greatest Hamburgers” have officially
made their way to Beirut, Lebanon. Already an
American favorite and operating with over two
hundred existing franchises, Fuddruckers surely
knows how to bring the heat. Since 1980, the
restaurant chain has extended from its San
Antonio, Texas, flagship while preserving an
impeccable quality and freshness of ingredients.
Fuddruckers revolutionized the classic burger
joint with their Build Your Own® market fresh
produce bar - stocked with an unlimited variety
of trimmings. Fuddruckers keeps customers from
California to Lebanon satisfied with their burger fix.

Qdoba Recommended Quadro
Earlier in the year, Epygi’s Value-Added Integrator
Teleprime installed Quadro IP PBXs for “fast
casual” restaurant Qdoba in their Illinois locations.
The franchisee owner operating the Qdobas
is responsible for opening Beirut’s one and only
Fuddruckers. After achieving such success with
the former installations, the corporation opted
to move forward with Epygi’s products. Thus, a
Quadro was set up at the chain’s Beirut location.
Long distance calls generally tend to run more expensive. The transition to a Quadro allows the franchisee owner to maintain quality contact between
the Lebanon Fuddruckers and the United States for
free. The Quadro allows the new restaurant to be
managed seamlessly from abroad.

class turn-key communication solutions for our clients. Our solutions enable our clients to respond at
the speed of business, build stronger relationships,
and reduce the costs associated with connecting
to their customers. With over 20 years of worldwide experience with signaling, interface, VoIP and
IP PBX technologies. Teleprime has implemented
solutions in over 80 countries worldwide. Teleprime
is also a working VoIP and IP PBX research
partner with the Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT)
in Chicago.
The Quadro series products give our customers the
best of both worlds, the reliability of the traditional
legacy network and cost efficiency of the IP
network.

About Epygi Technologies
Epygi Technologies, Ltd., a worldwide provider of
award-winning IP PBXs and gateways supporting
small businesses to enterprise’s telephony needs,
is a private U.S. company founded in 2000 and
headquartered in Plano, Texas. Reliable, secure,
easy to install and use, Epygi’s products offer users
outstanding benefits and an unparalleled range of
features at very economic prices. Customers are
able to improve their productivity, lower operating
expenses, enhance their image, while affording the
latest in telecommunications equipment. Visit us on
our website, follow us on Twitter, like our page on
Facebook and join our Linkedin group.

About Teleprime
In business since 1992, Teleprime delivers best of
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